Learning Management System

**Duke-NUS**, Duke-NUS is intended to complement the National University of Singapore's existing undergraduate medical school, based on the British model of medical education, in which students enter medical school after completing their Singapore-Cambridge General Certificate of Education (GCE) Advanced Level examinations (or equivalent) and then pursue a five-year curriculum towards a medical degree.

Duke-NUS, approached “Augment” to build a Learning Management System to deliver the electronic content designed as per the academic calendar as per Team learning objectives. The Challenge is to deliver content through a single point player which can deliver/display any electronic format and able to book mark, assessments and sharing.

**Duke-Nus.org** is an open, browser-based learning flow manager (LFM) that enables both study and linking of disparate resources to a study object. To facilitate study, learning and problem solving, The LFM includes a multimedia viewer for reading required resources (video, pdf, docs, web pages, and images) as well enabling users to link, harvest and aggregate supplementary resources. A key objective is building an easy to use, adaptable and readily updated personal content delivery and management system.
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Naryana Group of Educational Institutions, is a leading education provider in Andhra Pradesh and India. Augment, developed student life cycle management right from admissions to student promotions, convocation and certifications issues.

Admissions Management
- Admissions process involve:
  - Sale of application.
  - Converting reservations into admissions.
  - Direct Admissions.
  - Transferring of the reservation or the amount from one student to another student.
  - Integration with work flow engine to process the approvals or rejections.

Fee Management
- Definition of packages (fee packages).
- Configuration of the fee packages.
- Maintaining of the scholarship and sponsor data.
- Allows to receive the amount in installments.
- Integration with the workflow engine for approval of concessions.

Transfers & Cancellations
- Allows to transfer the admission/reservation from one campus to another campus or one course to another course or one medium to another medium.
- Allows to cancel the reservation by the student during the year of study.
- Integration with the workflow engine to process the cancellations and transfers.

Analytical Reports
A detailed analytical and graphical analysis on admissions, reservations vs. actual admissions. Detailed textual reports as per the admissions department requirements.
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Augment, developed education analysis and campaign management system for Naryana Group, which allows management to forecast the admissions for the upcoming programs and academic years. Integrated to third party student databases to have real time analysis based on past trends. PRO’s mobile applications for field and MIS mobile application for management are integrated to NAP.
Augment developed academics and examinations module, which integrates to open source LMS Moodle to manage the academic calendar, course management, study plan, assessments.

Examinations module developed in integration with course design, examinations plan as per board guide lines and competitive exams guide lines. Manages both descriptive and objective type of examinations and assessments.

- Open integration with Learning Management Systems
- Integration with course authorizing systems
- Integrated course player
- Meta data driven examination patterns
- Meta data driven ranking process
- Micro level assessment of students
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Human Resource Management – BusiOps

**BusiOps** is an integrated Human Resources Management, helps Organizations to Manage HR Information including Employee Demographics, Benefits Management, Payroll, Accounts Payables and Receivables, Employee Expenses Claim, Project Management and Timecard.

**BusiOps’s** hosted model allows organizations many benefits and reduces infrastructure procurement compared with on premise model. **BusiOps** Optionally provides on premise model also.

**BusiOps** is an integrated Human Resources Management, helps Organizations to Manage HR Information including Employee Demographics, Benefits Management, Payroll, Accounts Payables and Receivables, Employee Expenses Claim, Project Management and Timecard.
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SmartRecruiter – Recruitment and Application Tracking

**SmartRecruiter**, is an end to end recruitment solution. Provides Vendor Management, JD/Job Order Management, Shortlisting of profiles to Selection (On boarding).

- **Integrates** to local resumes database or any third party resume banks like naukri, monster, dice, indeed, hot jobs etc
- **Intelligent** resume ranking for any given JD based of configurable meta data and parameters
- **Integrated Outlook** component to parse the JD, resumes, contacts received through emails reducing manual intervention
- **Integrated Communication**, through integrated webmail client and VOIP integration with auto responding option
- **Integrated Parsing engine**, to parse the recruitment documents like JD, Resumes etc

---
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POLIR (Pridcorp OnLine Inventory and Reporting):

Pridcorp Online Inventory and Reporting system (POLIR) is an enterprise supply chain management solution that includes warehouse management, stock & inventory control, sales tracking. This application helps distributors and drivers manage delivery of product, manage inventory and increase productivity with accurate data imported into their account package.

System Introduction and Disclaimers...

POLIR was built for the purpose to help increase productivity to direct sales delivery (DSD) and to better manage inventory and automated remote invoicing capabilities. This system will interface with Intuit’s QuickBooks 2010 and above and will provide an electronic data interchange (EDI) for the head office. Additionally, an internet browser and internet access will be required to operate this system. Currently only the Janam XP30 handheld device will be supported with this release, but future releases may be possible with development effort.

This system will be hosted at an off-site hosting provider with 24/7 availability. These systems and their availability are solely the responsibility of Pridcorp and their technical staff. First line of support is provided by Pridcorp head office. System maintenance and upgrades by vendors will be necessary to maintain the system stability and resolve any issues with the software. This system software was developed with the help of Pridcorp and was tested for viability and usefulness by them. Under no circumstances is any vendor liable for the accuracy or integrity of this data, and by using this software you the user release all liability from any vendor that has developed this system.
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mod is more than a place. It’s the idea that your work environment should be as comfortable, delightful and delicious as every other part of your life. We believe you deserve an inspired space to work and connect. An exceptional menu. Concierge service to help you arrange meetings, car service or tech assistance. An incredible calendar of events. We also think you should have access to a stylish bar with an impressive selection of boutique wines and craft beers. We think all these comforts and conveniences will make you feel less stressed and more productive. It’s not just a better way to work today; it’s the way of the future. Welcome to mod.
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**Flowatch**

**FLOWatch®** is a next generation data management system focused primarily on the water utility and environmental fields. Leveraging our extensive water utility and IT expertise, with over 100 years of combined experience, we offer our clients cutting edge, truly flexible and affordable solutions.

In fields where data collection is often unreliable and integration has until now required costly customization, **FLOWatch** offers a fundamentally new approach to data. We provide a web-based, back-end neutral data-management solution, giving control over data definition and access directly to plant managers and operators.
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Henfos – Patient Record Management

Henfos a patient record management system allows hospitals and diagnostic centers to upload the prescriptions and reports at single place of patient storage for easy accessibility of patient records to hospitals and patients.

For patients no need to visit hospital just of reports submissions
Doctors can reduce patients que by allowing them to visit the reports at their leisure and prescribe
Notifications/Alerts to users on new prescriptions uploaded and reports uploaded
Patient can have his and family members complete history at a single place
Optional storage options to store records on cloud backup
Global Medical Education

About Global Medical Education (GME)
Global Medical Education is a free online medical education resource that provides timely, unbiased, evidence-based medical education and online medical information from the world’s leading experts to health care professionals around the world. GME provides answers to medical questions, from the common place to the most critical, in concise three to four minute medical education videos, available on-demand on all major digital devices. Our first area of specialty is psychiatry, and we are pleased to offer more than 700 medical education videos featuring some of the world’s most renowned medical experts, researchers and clinicians in the field.

What makes GME unique?
GME allows users to quickly find evidence-based answers to specific questions. We have taken the most common, most important, and most critical questions in each area of specialty and condensed what could take hours of research into concise and salient answers from the world’s leading experts.
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IEBA is designed to meet the needs of County, State and Local Governments as well as small and mid-sized businesses. What sets our applications apart from the competition is that we go directly to the customer to receive input and recommendations for features, functionality and design. This allows us to provide a SaaS “Software as a Service” application that meets not only the client’s needs today but also as their business changes and progresses.

The IEBA system has been developed to support automated business management solutions. With a wide range of front and back office solutions, Paperless Knowledge, Inc. offers products and services that revolutionize the way County, State and Local Governments as well as small and mid-sized companies do business in today’s marketplace.

Here are some of our more well-known and utilized Integrated and standalone modules:
- Budgeting
- Document Control
- Position & Employee Management
- CRM
- Time Study
- Contract & PO Management and Tracking
- Accounting/Invoicing
- Fund Tracking
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Global Medical Education is a free online medical education resource that provides timely, unbiased, evidence-based medical education and online medical information from the world's leading experts to health care professionals around the world. GME provides answers to medical questions, from the common place to the most critical, in concise three to four minute medical education videos, available on-demand on all major digital devices. Our first area of specialty is psychiatry, and we are pleased to offer more than 700 medical education videos featuring some of the world’s most renowned medical experts, researchers and clinicians in the field.
Mobile – Mosh

Key Features:

- Contact Management
  - Contacts Export from Contacts
  - Contacts Export from social networking sites like linkedin, facebook, twitter
  - Contacts Export from IM’s like Skype, Gtalk, Yahoo and MSN
  - Contacts Export from Public Emails like Gmail, Yahoo and Hotmail
- Manage Invitations
- Notifications of Online and offline
- Application and Extended Profile Configuration
- Alerts and Notifications
- Chat
  - Text Chat
  - Emotions
  - Photo Sharing
  - Video Sharing
  - White Board
  - Stickers
- Event Management
  - Auto capture of Birthdays and Events from Friends Profile (Based on privacy policy settings)
  - Personalized Event Management
  - Camera Integration and Auto Album Creation
  - Personalized Photo Gallery
  - Auto Upload to Social networking sites (Based Privacy Policy Setting and Auto authentication ) Calendar and To do Task Management
POLIR was built for the purpose to help increase productivity to direct sales delivery (DSD) and to better manage inventory and automated remote invoicing capabilities. This system will interface with Intuits QuickBooks 2010 and above and will provide an electronic data interchange (EDI) for the head office. Currently only the Janam XP30 handheld device will be supported with this release. Pridcorp Online Inventory and Reporting system (POLIR) is an enterprise supply chain management solution that include, warehouse management stock & inventory control, sales tracking. This application helps distributors and drivers manage delivery of product, manage inventory and increase productivity with accurate data imported into their account package.

Key Features

- Authentication and Authorization
- Role Based Dash Board and Activities
- Configuration
  - Synchronization Configuration
  - Printer Configuration
  - Bar Code Reader Configuration
  - Web Service Configuration
- Sales Management
  - Pre Order
  - Invoices
  - Order Pick
- Inventory Management
- Route and Driver Configuration and Management
- Reports
QUESTIONS?
Thank you

USA Office
Augment Technologies Inc
5920 S Miami Blvd
Suite 205-B
Morrisville, NC 27560, USA
www.augmenttech.com

Global Development Centre:
Augment Softsol India Pvt Ltd
303, Aditya Trade Center
Ameerpet, Hyderabad-500016
www.augmenttech.in